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IMPORTANT
Please note New Rules for using
the observatory.
You will ﬁnd them on page 6

I am flying solo now, so please be kind and
let me have your articles, photographs, etc
before then.
arieseditor@derbyastronomy.org
Or

gillpryor@derbyastronomy.org

We’re Back with Friends!
The Derby and District Astronomical Society have now returned to holding sessions at The Friends
MeeIng House, Derby. However, we understand that not all can/wish to aJend in person. Therefore, we
will endeavour to conInue with some of the meeIngs also being streamed live via the Zoom videoconferencing medium.

Visits to the society's observatory for members and small groups can be also be arranged by contacIng
the chair or secretary of the society, and will involve the same safety measures as our scheduled
observing sessions.

If you would like further informaIon about the society, on how you can join in our meeIngs in person, via
Zoom, or to aJend observing sessions, then please contact the chair or secretary of our society. (see
below)
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EDITORIAL
This Aries Editorial may be a little odd, as it will be written by two
people, me and my Assistant Editor Gill Pryor. This Editorial will be
my final one as Aries Editor in Chief.
It is with a heavy heart that I make the following announcement to
you all. I have resigned from the DDAS CommiJee, around about a
fortnight ago, and, as such I have had to relinquish my CommiJee
posiIons of, Aries Editor and Public RelaIons Oﬃcer. These two
posiIons will no doubt be ﬁlled with new people in the fullness of
Ime.
So, I am now saying farewell to my second sInt as Aries Editor and
I want to thank all those who contributed to Aries, be that arIcles,
book reviews and so on, without your support Aries would not
exist. Also, I want to thank you, the readership. Thank you for your
support and I hoped that Aries kept you entertained and informed,
if it did, then I was successful in my Ime as Aries Editor.

Societies visit to Herstmonceaux Observatory Science Centre near
Eastbourne. From what I hear, a good time was had by all.
The Society has returned to Friends Meeting House for our
meetings. However, some will still be on Zoom for those that can’t
make it. This also helps us to retain the links we have made with
Mid Kent Astronomical Society. Please update yourself with the
new Statement on page 3.
In the last issue Outreach Officer, Donald Anderson and Secretary
Brian Dodson shared with us their visit to Grampian School, to view
the solar eclipse. Continuing from this, Brian gave a talk at the
Society on safely observing the sun and has submitted an article for
the newsletter on the same subject. Following on from Brian’s
article, I have added a ‘How to..’ on making your own solar filter.

We would like to hear about your solar observing over the summer
and of course would love to see any images you have taken. Maybe
I would like to single out my Assistant Editor, Gill Pryor, for special you had a go at making the solar filter. You have until 1st December
thanks. Gill has been a great addiIon to the Aries Editorial team. As to send something in. Although it seems like plenty of time, no
Assistant Editor, she has worked to make Aries what it is today and doubt it will soon be on us.
introduced a few new ideas, such as the “Meet the CommiJee”
page. Gill is also was responsible for the typeseQng and layout of
It all seems to be about our star this time as we also have a
each ediIon, by doing that, she took a lot of work oﬀ my shoulders. snapshot of the Observatory Newsletter from Roger Firth.
Specifically talking about Sun Spots. Very interesting.
Now, as Gill takes over from me, please do support her and Aries.
This is your Society Journal and it lives or dies with your support
We have what has become our regular book reviews by Malcolm
and that means that it needs content. Don’t be shy, make a
Neal (I know I will never get to read half of these, so it is good to
contribuIon if you want to, be that an arIcle, a report of an
get an idea of which ones to single out as a worthy purchase) thanks
observaIon you have made, a book, or even, a telescope review.
Malcolm. We also have a new feature for this time, which is a
You don’t have to be a great writer to contribute to Aries; we are
Product Review by Vice Chair, Peter Branson.
not looking for the next ‘Carl Sagan’ here. Just contribute, that’s all
you need to do. Aries is where you, the Membership, can discuss
anything regarding the life of the Society, good and bad. Aries is not
IMPORTANT
just a Journal, I wanted, and sIll do, for it to be the Society’s ‘Town
Hall’, where the membership can share ideas, observaIons and
Please make yourself aware of the NEW House
knowledge and, also, as a showcase to the wider community (via
the DDAS website) to show who we are and what we do as a group. Keeping Rules on the next which should be
So, this is it! Farewell! I hope you enjoyed Aries while I was at the
helm. As for me, I will not disappear completely; you have not
goJen rid of me that easily! I will sIll write for Aries and I will sIll
submit ‘Astro News Desk’ items as well.
Hail and Farewell
Anthony Southwell

Thanks Anthony, you certainly will be a tough act to follow.
Hiya Folks. You will ﬁnd my editorials slightly diﬀerent to my
predecessor, in that they should be quite a bit shorter as I don’t
have the plethora of knowledge that Anthony has, not with respect
to astronomy anyway. I am not much of a one for fancy Itles
either. So please just know me as ‘The Editor.’
So, what is happening with Aries? Due to other commitments and
lack of content submiJed, I cannot carry on producing the 4 issues
per year as I had hoped. The commiJee and I have agreed to take
it down to just 2. Spring/Summer and Autumn/Winter. This will be
reassessed at a later date should circumstances change.

followed by all members and visitors.
A copy will be placed in the observatory.
In June and July a lot of work has been performed by members to
install a new electrical system, solar panels and to deep clean the
observatory. We have installed a 240Vac supply which will allow us
to use projectors, chargers, computers etc., in the observatory. An
external 12v supply has been installed outside to allow the use of
telescopes without the need of power banks or batteries.
It is in all our interests to use the current condition of the
observatory as a base standard moving forwards.
There are additional plans to upgrade the equipment in the
observatory over the coming months which we will share with you
as the plan evolves.
This will hopefully improve the overall experience for all members
and visitors.
Special thanks to those members that worked and are still working
on the upgrade.

So, what do we have in this issue?
Our front cover and member’s gallery feature images from the

D’ Editor

Derby & District Astronomical Society
General Rules and Safety Regulations for the use
of the Flamsteed Observatory.
ALL VISITORS MUST:ON ARRIVAL
•
•
•

Nominate a Group leader who will be responsible for the following checks. Normally
this will be a member of the Commi:ee if in a:endance.
Make sure that everyone has signed the visitors’ book.
Review safety brieﬁng with any visitors.

ON DEPARTURE - the following ac4ons MUST be taken (where applicable):
1. DOME
a.
b.
c.

Turn oﬀ the telescope and all connected equipment and put it into Parked
ConﬁguraIon.
Return any addiIonal equipment used to the storage area.
Close and secure the Dome.

2. OBSERVATORY
a.
Clear and clean all work surfaces and place any rubbish in the bin. No food or milk
should be leX in the observatory or bins.
b.
Clean the sink and empty the waste bucket.
c.
Return all cleaned cups, plates, cutlery etc. to the cupboards/drawers. (Please take note
of the instrucIons in the kitchen with regard to disposable items).
d.
Check the toilet and clean/empty/reﬁll if it has been used. Check for toilet paper.
e.
Return any equipment used to the storage area.
f.
Sweep the ﬂoor if required.
g.
Empty the keJle.
h.
Turn oﬀ the gas.
i.
Note any items used from the ﬁrst aid supply.
3. ELECTRICAL SUPPLY (Suppor4ng informa4on on main controller box)
a.
Turn oﬀ the 12V supply at the Master Switch on the top of the control box.
b.
Conﬁrm all lighIng is oﬀ.
c.
Switch oﬀ the Inverter (240Vac supply).
d.
Unplug and store the Overhead Projector.
e.
Check perimeter and conﬁrm all equipment has been brought back into the observatory.
f.
Conﬁrm the gates have been closed and the illuminated signs have been returned to the
Observatory.
g.
Lock the Door.

Inform the Secretary or Site Curator of any damage, repairs or accidents.

Observing the Sun…Safely

text & images - Brian Dodson

Let me say this up front… NEVER EVER look at the sun directly, not even with the naked eye, and certainly
not with opIcal aids such as binoculars or a telescope. Not unless you want to register for a guide dog!
One other thing to remember too, is to either cover up, or beJer sIll, remove your ﬁnder scope, essenIally you are
turning it into a laser. It is very easy to forget, knock your telescope and go to the ﬁnder scope to re-align.
That said, there are ways to observe the sun using these aids, by using specialised ﬁlters and equipment, and you
can make a ﬁlter for it using the specialist ﬁlm below (see this issues How to… on the next page).
By far and away the cheapest way is to make your own using specialised Solar Safety ﬁlm,
such as Baader or Explore ScienIﬁc. This type of
ﬁlter cuts out 99.999% of the suns light and heat
and range from about £20 to £25 for an A4
sheet. However, it is very important that you
check for any perforaIons, such as pinholes each
Ime you use it, and if you do ﬁnd any…Discard it
and make a new one. Using this type you can
observe such things as transits, sunspots and
eclipses and they can be used on any type of
telescope.
Another method is to use a Herschel wedge, these will cost from £100, they are liJle complicated to explain how
they work but rather than the ﬁlter being placed over the front of the telescope they are incorporated inside the
wedge to reduce the heat and light intensity. (The residual heat is projected out of the
back of the Herschel wedge so be aware that the back can get very hot). However, the
image seen through a Herschel Wedge is a lot brighter and sharper, this is because the
incorporated ﬁlter allows more light to pass. Also, other ﬁlters can be used in conjuncIon
such as Ha or Calcium K. These are specialist ﬁlters designed for use with Herschel
wedges and are not to be confused with the ﬁlters such as Ha available for imaging
nebulae.
I must also point out that Herschel wedges cannot be used with reﬂecIng telescopes and the objecIve lenses of a
refractor must be air spaced.
One method I have not menIoned is the projecIon method, a ﬁlter such as
Baader safety ﬁlm must be used at the objecIve or front of the telescope. The
image is then projected onto a piece of card or paper rather than using the
eyepiece to make observaIon easier, this method is good if there is a group of
people wishing to see the image.

Finally, if you have a spare Grand or so you can buy a
specialised telescope called a Solar Scope, these use an
implement called an
Etalon to tune the
incoming light to a
certain wavelength,
i.e., Ha, to bring out
granulaIon on the
surface of the sun
and ﬁlaments on the
limb etc. Something
not visible when
using Safety ﬁlm.

How to…

Make a Solar Filter

text and images - Gill Pryor

Looking directly at the sun is never a good thing and if it can do this to a ﬁnder-scope (A), imagine what it can
do to your eyes.
You can purchase solar ﬁlters speciﬁcally made to ﬁt your individual telescope/s. Or you could be a liJle bit
creaIve and save money at the same Ime by making one of your own. The process is quite simple and the
most expensive thing you may need to purchase is the solar ﬁlm itself, which retails around £20 to £25 for an
A4 sheet. We bought ours from Rother Valley OpIcs, which is our closest supplier. It doesn’t maJer where you
get it from as long as you ensure it is the correct one for solar observing.
Some may wish to pracIce ﬁrst, which is always good. You can use any kind of ﬁlm or paper for this, but make
sure it is something completely diﬀerent to solar ﬁlm, so you don’t get them mixed up.

A

A list of materials required can be found at the end of this arIcle.
1: Measurements

C d
i
e
c

B

Your ﬁlter is going to sit on the outside of your telescope tube, so the ﬁrst thing we need to
do is take the measurements for the pieces we need to build it (B & C). The measurements
you need are:
- internal diameter (aperture)
i
e - external diameter
- circumference
c
d - distance from front aperture to the ﬁrst obstacle (anything aJached to your
telescope that will hinder the sleeve).

The telescope used in this example is a Skywatcher 127 ™, which has a 127mm aperture and the diameter including casing is 140mm. The
circumference is 460mm.
2: Cut out the card elements

D

127mm
200mm

These measurements are used to make 2 cardboard rings and the sleeve.
The internal measurement (for the hole) needs to be as near to the size of the aperture as
you can get it. Try to cut these out cleanly as you need them later. The outer edge should
be more than the diameter of the telescope, so it overhangs. I added another 40mm so my
card rings were d=200mm with a d=127mm cutout.

E

110mm
463mm

The sleeve should be L=463mm x W=110mm. However, I
didn’t have a piece long enough to had to add a bit.

3: Making the Filter (Most technical part of all the process).
F - Lay one ring on the solar ﬁlm so that the edges of the ﬁlm align with the inner edge of the ring, then draw around the ring’s outer
edge.
G - Cut along the line you have drawn.
H - Round oﬀ the corners of the piece you have cut out, so that it ﬁts centrally on one of the rings, but take care not to trim oﬀ too
much.
Apply glue to one side of a card ring then gently lay the solar ﬁlm on top ensuring that the hole is fully covered.
I - Apply glue to one side of the other ring and lay this on top of the solar ﬁlm. Clamp them together with clips or clothes pegs unIl
the glue is dry.

F

G

H

I

4: Construc4ng the sleeve

J

L

J - If using corrugated card, such as from a delivery box,
you may ﬁnd it easier to place around your telescope if
you roll it ﬁrst, to ‘crack’ the inner wall. I rolled mine
around a thick marker pen.

K

K - Wrap it around the tube and tape it together. It
needs to be a snug ﬁt, but not too Ight. My card sleeve
wasn’t quite long enough (I blame Amazon for sending a
small box) so I had to add a piece. It isn’t detrimental
that you add a piece, if you are short, as this sits on the
tube of your telescope and not on the front, but it will
prevent any stray light creeping in from the side.
L - Carefully remove the sleeve from the tube trying to
keep it in shape and apply a liberal amount of glue to
one edge of the sleeve then centre it on the ﬁlter.
M - Apply more glue where it meets on the outside.
Place a weight on it and leave for the glue to dry.

N - Decorate/colour if you wish.

And there you have it, your very own solar ﬁlter, at a fracIon of the cost.
Use the cut out pieces to cover the solar ﬁlm when not in use, to protect it from damage.
A liJle bit of tape will keep them in place.
In the next issue I’ll show you how to make a ﬁlter for your ﬁnder-scope.
Materials needed:
•
Solar ﬁlm (we used BAADER Planetarium)
•
Cardboard (Amazon delivery box or similar)
•
Tape measure/ruler
•
Pen
•
CraX Knife or scissors
•
Glue
•
Clips or clothes pegs
•
Tape
•
Paint/marker pen for external decoraIon/colour (opIonal)
Have fun making and safe solar observing.

Solar ﬁlm images courtesy of rothervallyopcs.co.uk

N

Extract from

Observatory NewsleJer – Spring 2022

text & images - Roger Firth

A seasonal reminder of some of the very hot days of last summer! I rarely
observe the Sun, so this is a nice change. Sunspots (seen above) are
temporary phenomena on the Sun's surface that appear darker than the
surroundings. They are regions of lower temperature caused by
concentraIons of magneIc ﬂux. Sunspot “cycles” last about 11 years. This
one, from Dec 2019 to about 2030, will peak in about 2025.
Three sunspot groups can be seen in my image,
designated 2835, 2836, and 2837, as shown
overleaf. This ediIon will look at how I produced
my image, and what can be learned from it. The
arIcle contains a liJle bit of “sums”. But also
some rather nice pictures!

So ﬁrst, how I took it. I used a special “short focal length” telescope, which gives a wide
ﬁeld of view. The image right is a NASA image showing what I could expect to see.
Despite the wide fov, I could only ﬁt either the width or height of the sun onto my
camera, so I decided to take 4 groups of 50 photos, 2 landscape, and 2 portrait. I then
overlaid them as shown right, using a special “mulIply blending mode” to enhance the
dark sunspots. Unfortunately (as Eric Morecambe once said), this makes the joins show
up! So I also combined them a diﬀerent way using “Hugin” soXware. This blends the
joins nicely, but doesn’t emphasise the spots very well (below right). I therefore
combined both methods, rotaIng the images to match the NASA one, resulIng in the
image on the front page. I was very pleased with the amount of
detail I had managed to capture and have included 3 enlargements leX of sunspot
#2835. The top one is NASA, the middle mine, & the boJom is mine colour-shiXed to
match NASA. On both of my photos, I’ve included an image of the Earth to the same
scale. Sunspots are actually quite big!

I took my image at 17:28 BST on 1st July 2021, & I obtained six NASA images, each taken at noon GMT from 29th
June to 3rd July. These are printed below. You can see the sunspots move from leX to right, as the Sun rotates. This
enabled me to measure how fast the Sun rotates.

I ﬁrst combined all 6 images into one, & made it negaIve so the spots
became white. I superimposed my image from the front page, whose spots
were black. Then I drew a pink line through all the #2835 sunspots & a black
line through the N & S pole. I marked on the coordinates of key points. I was
then able to work out the speed of the Sun’s rotaIon. I’ve included an image
of my spreadsheet at the boJom of the page. It can be zoomed to full
resoluIon. It was MUCH harder than I anIcipated & am grateful for all the
help I received.

Some problems.

Some results.

•

The Sun is currently Ilted towards us,

•

The Sun spins, and the Earth goes around it too,

•

The Sun is a 3D sphere, not a ﬂat disc like the measured pictures,

•

Not all spots move with the Sun, but faster, slower & N/S too.

•

I measured the sunspots in the list below (see map, top of page 2):

•

2835 at laItude 18.3° S, moving at 14.5 °/day, (nearly the same speed as Sun)

•

2836 at laItude 25.6° S, moving at 14.7 °/day, (0.52 °/day faster than Sun)

•

2837 at laItude 17.7° N, moving at 13.8 °/day, (0.71 °/day slower than Sun)

Finally, a taste of the “sums”. Above the spreadsheet is an enlargement of 2837 as it moves
rightwards. The 5 images leX show its metamorphosis over the ﬁve days!

Editor’s note: My apologies but this last image hasn’t reproduced clearly, but if you zoom in the image becomes clearer.

PRODUCT REVIEW
ZWO ASI533 MC Pro cooled colour camera
(text and images - Peter Branson)
I’ve been taking photographs of the night sky for almost 10 years now and I started
where most people start by using
my Canon DSLR camera attached to a SkyWatcher StarTravel telescope. Once you
have got into astrophotography and are producing some reasonable pictures, the
thought always goes through your mind – “What if I had a different telescope or a better
camera?”.
That sets you off on a potentially expensive journey to improve your equipment and the quality of photographs you can get.
Over the years, apart from a couple of guide scope cameras, I’ve bought just three astro-cameras which have been
dedicated to astro-imaging. They were all bought for a specific purpose whether it was Moon and planetary imaging, or for
deep-sky imaging, or dabbling in LRGB imaging.
The latest purchase is the ZWO ASI533 MC Pro cooled colour camera – shown above. This camera has a large 9
Megapixel, square format sensor. I’ve not used a square format camera before so I had to take that into account when
making my choice. What attracted me to this camera was that it does not suffer from amp glow. That immediately removes
one huge headache when it comes to pre-processing the images prior to producing the final image. I also have a large
format ASI1600 cooled mono camera which I used together with LRGB filters to produce coloured astro-images, but I felt
that a large-format colour camera would increase the photographing options available. I have not been disappointed – it’s a
lovely camera.

The picture of the Moon seen here gives an idea of the area of sky that can be captured by the camera. The Moon is 30 arc
minutes across, so the field of view is almost 1 square degree. That area of sky nicely frames the Leo Triplet of galaxies
(middle image) and also the double cluster, NGC869 and NGC884 in Perseus. The square format nicely captures some
deep sky objects but the more usual rectangular sensor would be better in other situations – it’s a compromise – but you
could always create a panoramic mosaic from several images!
The camera is controlled with SharpCap software which can be used with all the
ZWO range of cameras as well as a host of others.
SharpCap is easy to use and has all the usual control over exposure length, gain,
camera temperature, region of interest cropping, etc. The picture opposite is of M1
(Crab Nebula), showing the sort of image you can get with ‘region of interest’
setting using about 10% of the full sensor.
At the moment I’m using the ASI533 camera with a TS Optics Photoline
ED102mm, f7 telescope, and re-visiting a number of my favourite astronomical hotspots and doing a ‘compare and contrast’ exercise with earlier images. So far the ASI533 is winning hands- down!
Some of the latest astro-photos taken with this setup are currently on the society website -http://www.derbyastronomy.org/.
For further information about this camera (technical details etc) go to - https://astronomy-imaging-camera.com/product/
asi533mc-pro-color
Peter Branson

ASTRO NEWS
BBC News Website – 04/02/2022

Astronomers stand up to satellite megaconstellations

The Starlink satellites are most obvious at twilight just aXer they've come oﬀ the top of
their launch rocket. Credit Mike Lewinski/CC

Astronomy is finally putting up a co-ordinated front to
defend its interests as thousands of satellites are placed
in the sky.
Huge networks of spacecraft are being launched that are
making it harder to get a clear view of the cosmos.
These low-orbiting, fast-moving satellites leave bright
streaks across telescope images.
The International Astronomical Union is establishing a
new centre to focus the community's response.
Its work will be led by the US National Optical-Infrared
Astronomy Research Laboratory (NOIRLab) in Tucson,
Arizona; and by the Square Kilometre Array Organisation
(SKAO) in Manchester, UK. The latter is most concerned
with the satellites' effects on radio astronomy.
The new Centre for the Protection of the Dark and Quiet
Sky from Satellite Constellation Interference will try to act
as a single voice for astronomy.
It will engage with, and encourage, satellite companies to
make every effort to minimise the light pollution they are
creating. But it will also pursue policymakers around the
world to tighten the regulations on what is acceptable
behaviour in orbit.
"The IAU's primary priority is to take [a] cooperative
approach with industry and have them establish a
voluntary corporate culture that looks to mitigate these
impacts," said Richard Green from the University of
Arizona.
The dramatic reduction in the cost of rocket launches,
linked to a similar reduction in the cost of building
satellites, has led to a rush to place new infrastructure in
the sky.
Of immediate concern are the constellations designed to
deliver broadband internet connections from space.
These involve placing many hundreds to many
thousands of satellites just a few hundred kilometres
above the Earth.
At this altitude, they move quickly across the sky, and at
dawn and dusk when the Sun is low on the horizon will
catch the light and trace a bright line through a
telescope's exposure.

The satellites' transmissions can also, if not tightly
constrained, bleed across the frequencies used by
astronomy's radio antennas.
Two broadband projects - US entrepreneur Elon Musk's
Starlink network and the UK-headquartered OneWeb
initiative - are leading the new wave of constellations,
and have between them launched over 2,000 satellites,
but both have plans for many, many more.
As do other companies and nations. The Amazon.com
founder Jeff Bezos is preparing his Kuiper network. And
the EU, for example, wants its own broadband network in
orbit by the middle of this decade.
Federico Di Vruno, from the SKAO and co-director of the
new centre, said important science was at risk if a freefor-all was permitted.
He cited the radio detectors that study the cosmic
microwave background, which is the oldest light in the
sky and gives us a glimpse of the structure and contents
of the Universe shortly after the Big Bang. These
detectors could be blinded by the downlinks from the
constellation satellites, he said. And in optical/visible
astronomy, Dr Di Vruno raised the issue of planetary
defence.
"At optical wavelengths, observations with long exposure
times will be affected the most, particularly in the hours
close to twilight, and observing low on the horizon. A
prime example would be the potential hazardous asteroid
research done by the international asteroid warning
network," he explained.
Connie Walker from NOIRLab and the other co-director
of the new centre added: "As the number of satellites
continues to grow, astronomy is facing a watershed
moment of increasing interference with observations and
loss of science.
"By the end of a decade, more than 5,000 satellites will
be above the horizon at any given time at a typical darksky observatory location. A few 100 to several 1,000 of
these satellites will be illuminated by the Sun. These
satellites will be detectable by even the smallest optical
or infrared telescopes, depending on the hour of the night
and the season."
The new centre will impress on the companies the need
to provide accurate and up-to-date information on the coordinates of their satellites so their movements can be
anticipated when planning astronomical observations.
The centre will also become a knowledge bank to
develop and host software that can be used to "clean"
telescope imagery.
And, critically, it will act as a forum to discuss with
industry voluntary measures that can be implemented to
minimise the intrusiveness of the satellites. A good
example has been SpaceX's and OneWeb's willingness
to discuss how they can reduce the reflectivity of their
spacecraft by applying different coatings or sunshields.
"It's better to make these agreements than to go through
regulations. But we're hopeful in talking with them
already that some compromises can be made," said Dr
Walker.

ASTRO NEWS
BBC News Website – 11/02/2022
James Webb telescope begins to focus its 'big eye'
It's a confusing but amazing image.

By pulling or pushing on struts, it's possible even to
change the curvature of the segments.
The aim is to take an initial misalignment measured in
millimetres to one measured in mere nanometres - a
factor of a million improvement.
The way to do this is to stare at one particular bright star
in the sky and track how its reflection shifts in the
different segments.
The work is driven by Webb's Near-Infrared Camera
(NIRCam). This instrument has also generated a kind of
"selfie" of Webb's primary mirror.
The image below, which shows all 18 segments, is the
view Webb's secondary mirror has of the main reflector.
The secondary mirror sits out in front of the main mirror
on 8m-long booms and has the job of bouncing light
towards the instruments.

18 images of a star taken by 18 mirrors of JWST. Image Credit BBC News
Website

The selfie was created using a specialised pupil imaging
lens inside NIRCam. In the image, one of the mirror
Count the number of dots in the picture above. You segments glows more brightly than the rest because it
should see 18.
was pointed at a bright star, while the 17 others weren't in
the same alignment.
Each one is a star - the same star but viewed differently
in the 18 segments of the giant golden mirror on the James Webb is a joint project of the US, European and
newly launched James Webb Space Telescope.
Canadian space agencies.
Engineers are now adjusting the segments to make them
work in unison.
When the 18 dots map perfectly on top of each other,
Webb will be focussed and ready to study the cosmos. It
will take a while, at least a couple of months, and science
teams will also have to tune the telescope's four
instruments.
But when all the preparations are done, Webb is
expected to return some astonishing views of deep
space. We should see the first "Wow!" imagery released
by the US space agency (NASA) in June or July.
Astronomers intend to use the $10bn observatory and its
remarkable 6.5m-wide primary mirror to capture events
that occurred just a couple of hundred million years after
the Big Bang. They want to see the very first stars to light
up the Universe.

A selfie image of the JWST's Primary Mirror. Image Credit BBC News Website

They'll also train the telescope's "big eye" on the
atmospheres of distant planets to see if those worlds
might be habitable.
Webb is considered the successor to the veteran Hubble
Space Telescope, but much, much bigger. It is so big, in
fact, that it had to be folded to fit inside its launch rocket.
And that included the giant mirror, which had its sides
tucked back like a drop leaf table.
Of course, once in space, the mirror had to be opened
back out and the 18 segments of the beryllium-gold
structure released from the locked positions they'd been
put in to keep them safe as the rocket rumbled its way to
space.
Now, engineers are in the process of commanding small
motors on the backs of the segments to reposition them.

Alignment Image. Image Credit BBC News Website

SciTech Daily Website – 15/02/2022

Psyche – The Iron Giant of Asteroids –
May Not Be What Scientists Expected

how the porosity of a large iron body would evolve over
time.
The model shows that to remain highly porous, Psyche’s
internal temperature would have to cool below 800 Kelvin
very shortly after its formation. At temperatures above
that, iron would have been so malleable that Psyche’s
own gravity would have collapsed most of the pore space
within its bulk. Based on what is known about conditions
in the early solar system, the researchers say, it’s
extremely unlikely that a body of Psyche’s size — about
140 miles in diameter — could have cooled so quickly.
In addition, any event that may have added porosity to
Psyche after its formation — a massive impact, for
example — would likely have also heated Psyche back
up above 800 K. So any newly introduced porosity would
have been unlikely to last.

An arIst’s rendering of Psyche, the largest of the metal-rich asteroids in the solar system. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/ASU

Scientists have thought that the asteroid Psyche
could be a big ball of pure iron, but new research
suggests it’s likely harboring a hidden rocky
component.

Taken together, the results suggest that Psyche probably
isn’t a porous, all-iron body, the researchers conclude.
More likely, it’s harboring a hidden rocky component that
drives its density down. But if Psyche does have a rocky
component, why does its surface look so metallic when
viewed from Earth? There are few possible explanations,
the researchers say.
One of those possibilities is ferrovolcanism — ironspewing volcanoes. It’s possible, the researchers say,
that Psyche is actually a differentiated body with a rocky
mantle and an iron core. But widespread ferrovolcanic
activity may have brought large amounts of Psyche’s
core up to the surface, putting an iron coating atop its
rocky mantle. Prior research by Johnson and Evans has
shown that ferrovolcanism is possible on a body like
Psyche.

The asteroid 16 Psyche, which NASA intends to visit with
a spacecraft in 2026, may be less heavy metal and more
hard rock than scientists have surmised, according to a
new study by researchers from Brown and Purdue
universities.
Whatever the case, scientists will soon get a much
Psyche, which orbits the sun in the asteroid belt clearer picture of this mysterious asteroid. Later this year,
between Mars and Jupiter, is the largest of the M-type NASA plans to launch a spacecraft that will rendezvous
asteroids, which are composed chiefly of iron and nickel with Psyche after a four-year journey to the asteroid belt.
as opposed to the silicate rocks that make up most other “The mission is exciting because Psyche is such a
asteroids. But when viewed from Earth, Psyche sends bizarre and mysterious thing,” Nichols-Fleming said. “So
mixed signals about its composition.
anything the mission finds will be really important new
The light it reflects tells scientists that the surface is data points for the solar system.”
indeed mostly metal. That has led to conjecture that
Psyche may be the exposed iron core of a primordial
planetary body — one whose rocky crust and mantle
were blasted away by an ancient collision. However,
measurements of Psyche’s mass and density tell a
different story. The way its gravity tugs on neighboring
bodies suggests that Psyche is far less dense than a
giant hunk of iron should be. So if Psyche is indeed all
metal, it would have to be highly porous — a bit like a
giant ball of steel wool with nearly equal parts void space
and solid metal.

Reference: “Porosity Evolution in Metallic Asteroids:
Implications for the Origin and Thermal History of
Asteroid 16 Psyche” by Fiona Nichols-Fleming,
Alexander J. Evans, Brandon C. Johnson and Michael M.
Sori, 1 February 2022, JGR Planets.

“What we wanted to do with this study was see whether it
was possible for an iron body the size of Psyche to
maintain that near-50% porosity,” said Fiona NicholsFleming, a Ph.D. student at Brown and study’s lead
author. “We found that it’s very unlikely.”
For the study, published in JGR: Planets, NicholsFleming worked with Alex Evans, an assistant professor
at Brown, and Purdue professors Brandon Johnson and
Michael Sori. The team created a computer model, based
on known thermal properties of metallic iron, to estimate

NASA’s Psyche mission to a distant metal asteroid will carry a revoluIonary Deep Space
OpIcal CommunicaIons (DSOC) package. Credit: NASA/JPL-Caltech/ASU

BOOK

‘ The NASA Archives’
published by Taschen
ISBN 978-3-8365-6950-7 cost between £79 and £100 depending on where you look

Reviewed by Malcom Neal
REVIEW
This is a large book of 468 pages of very high quality images from the NASA archive plus text from a variety of people. It arrived
in its own cardboard box which is used to protect even the dust cover which like the rest of the book has a very high quality set of
images. The book was put together by Piers Bizony with essays from Andrew Chaikin and Dr. Roger Launius as well as many
other single page inserts from various astronauts and NASA scientists.
The book is huge being about 35 x 35 x4.5 cm and weighs in at just under 5 kg so it is not bedtime reading as it takes some
holding. It covers much of the history of spaceflight from pre NASA i.e. NACA (The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics)
but is mainly concerned with the American manned spaceflight program though it does also cover some of the robotic programs
and here the Mars visits is probably dealt with in most detail.
The book has a high number of full page colour images and is image based though the text that does accompany some of the
sections is well written and very informative. The book probably works out as having more that one image per page overall but
whereas there are a good number with a couple or more images per page most of them are full colour full page reproductions of
photos taken by the astronauts.
The book is divided into six sections though the final one is very small and peculiarly they are numbered 0 to 5
The book follows a rough timeline from pre space flight through to the Mars landers of recent years but it does bounce backwards
and forwards in places but that does not interfere with the story telling. The various sections offer a wide spread of subject matter
but as mentioned follow a rough timeline beginning with the shock of the Russian space launches in the late 1950&#39; s and the
American responses as it passes through the Mercury, Gemini and Apollo missions. It deals with the missions some of the
training and a lot of very interesting detail about the risks that were taken, of course mineralised but never entirely removed. From
the various astronaut statements of which there are quite a few, it would seem that they always accepted the risks even if the
paymasters i.e. the American Government were always more risk averse. On this point it also appears that the middle and above
management at NASA were not risk averse and became a little blasé about risks and this
culminated in at least the first shuttle disaster. The problems here were known by the people lower down the food chain but their
concerns were not taken as seriously as they should have been by the people higher up.
The books makes the point that the astronauts were the tip of the spear and that to do what they did required the efforts of some
400,000 people who were doing the research and building the hardware.
The middle section deals with the various orbital habitats from Skylab and Mir through to the ISS. Again there is not a straight
forward timeline but the book is always a delight to read and the detail in the images presented is absolutely stunning.
The robotic missions which are covered are also of great interest and I learned that every mission has a duplicate vehicle that
remains behind on the earth and is used to test any program upgrade or repair to ensure it will work before the same action is
sent to the vehicle out in space.
Carl Sagan’s famous “Pale Blue dot” occupies another of the
parts of the book and is part dealing with the robotic missions of
which the most detail is about the Mars rovers as well as
Voyagers, Cassini and other such. It is the most telling part for
me - showing the single pixel image of the earth from out beyond
Jupiter which also shows in another part the whole earth image
from the Apollo again showing we have one planet and at the
moment no space based habitats that could be used for large
numbers of people. Perhaps that will always be S.F. but we do
need to look after the one thing that gives us a life namely planet
earth. We all take that for granted but science is showing us we
are not treating it at all well and this may, probably will, cause
trouble for our descendants.
The last few pages shows the mission patches of each and every
manned mission from Mercury through to the shuttle. It also has
a selection of the ISS missions and also some of the robotic
missions. Each patch is accompanied by the names of who flew,
if it was manned, and the reason for the mission.
This is probably not a book I would have bought because of the
very high cost but I am really glad it was given to me and I really
enjoyed reading it and even more looking at and studying the
very many images in the book.

© TASCHEN.com

#2

BAIKONUR - vestiges of the
Soviet Space Programme
Written by JONK I

SBN 978-2-36195-377-5

£29.95

Reviewed by Malcom Neal
The book is a story, mostly in the form of photos, in a book of 192 pages of an illegal incursion into the Baikonur
launch site by a group of four URBEX (urban explorers). Though the part of the site that was invaded is no longer
used it is sIll patrolled by security guards and so the possibility of discovery and rather severe consequences is a
thought to consider and hence the four of them needed to be very careful.
Of the four who made the trip only JONK is given a name, the other three simply are Mr Green or other similar
pseudonyms. The ﬁrst ﬁXy pages of the book are half and half text and image and detail the journey to and into the
site. It describes the problems of the, somewhat convoluted, journey and especially how they gained entrance to
the site. This is illustrated by two Google maps. One of the whole of the Baikonur site, plus another of the rather
small ten square kilometre area they were interested in - namely the hangers where the Soviet ShuJles are being
kept to slowly rot. The diﬃculIes started quite early as photography, of any oﬃcial building, is frowned upon by
the authoriIes. Though that obviously did not deter the people too much.
The ﬁnal 140 pages are mainly images with short Itles and or descripIons many of which occupy an almost blank
page opposite the photo. Many of these are full page images of the hangers, the shuJles and details of many areas
within and around the buildings. All are in a very sorry state of decay, even the shuJles of which one actually ﬂew
and the other is described as a model albeit a full sized model and also of interest is a decaying Energia launch
vehicle in an upright state but like everything else in a very poor state. Other pages are a mix of from two to
smaller pictures of details, mainly of the buildings or individual rooms and their contents. These contents seem to
include all the manuals, plans drawings, blue prints of the Soviet ShuJle project all abandoned to decay. I was most
surprised at the amount of paper work, which at one Ime must have been top secret has been leX behind for
anyone to see. It is quite saddening to see the level of decay which is further enhanced by the fact that the site has
also been penetrated by metal thieves who have stripped much of the more valuable components from the
hangers, shuJles and other machinery in the site.
The book is less of an astronomy / space exploraIon read than an URBEX trip. Many URBEX followers limit their
aJempts to old factories, hospitals, government buildings no longer in use in the various European countries. This
just goes one step further. As menIoned the four made an illegal entry into the Baikonur site aided by locals who
were bribed to take the four close to the site. Actually roads runs through the site at some distance from the acIve
parts and there are further tracks that lead closer to the hangers. Having paid drivers to drop them oﬀ from one of
these tracks they sIll had a 20 kilometre walk into the buildings. Without the bribe the walk would have been 40
kilometres each way and would have extended the trip from 3 to 5 days. The BAIKONUR site is so huge at 7000
square kilometres that it is impossible to fence
which aided the incursion. The book explains
why it needed four people for the trip, as they
took a lot of precauIons by walking mainly at
night and once at the site one person was
staIoned as a spoJer to warn the others of
approaching security guards or others coming to
the buildings.
The hangers are huge and the engineering is
quite clunky but the remaining vehicles, though
in a sorry state are sIll very impressive. This is a
book I was given as a present and made for an
interesIng read, but is probably not one I would
have bought for myself.

The Universe
By Andrew Cox

ISBN 978-0-00-838932-1

£25

#3
Reviewed by Malcom Neal
This is the book of the latest Brian Cox BBC program wriJen by the programme's execuIve producer and Head of the BBC
Science Unit.

As might be expected it is a lavishly illustrated book and runs to about 250 pages. It is divided into 5 main areas:
Alien Worlds, Stars, Galaxies, Black Holes and Origins with a brief introducIon by Brian Cox

The ﬁrst of these deals with a brief account of the local solar system but then goes on to discuss the methods of ﬁnding planets
around other stars, including the hardware, both telescopes and satellites, used. There are pictures of the Kepler and Gaia
Space Telescopes in preparaIon and the usual arIsts impressions of them out in space. This is all interspersed with looking at
the Earth with appropriate comparisons with the exoplanets as well as local exploraIon of the other planets of the solar
system.

The chapter on stars starts before the "Big Bang" and goes through the usual idea of stellar evoluIon as well as a very
simpliﬁed process of how stars generate their heat and light. This includes a couple of simple atomic diagrams of the main
processes involved. Not being a NASA expert this did include one probe, the Parker Solar Probe, which I had not heard of
before. My one big complaint in this chapter is that some of the pictures, wonderful as they were, do not always say that they
are arIsts impressions and for anyone who is not astronomy savvy might be mislead.

Next we have the Galaxies chapter along with the history of their eventual discovery, or at least the realisaIon that they exist
beyond the boundaries of the Milky Way. Obviously quite a lot of this chapter is about the methods used to measure the
distances to, at ﬁrst the local galaxies, and then other further and further away.
The Black holes chapter is full of arIsts impressions of what cosmologists think is the process of such bodies accreIng extra
mass. Again there is a history of the discovery of such bodies mixed with some brief detail of the people behind the maths who
did the theoreIcal work to 'discover' that such structures could exist naming the usual suspects and rightly so. The ideas of
super massive black holes is also another thread of this part of
the book but it also extends into the next part as well.

Origins is the ﬁnal chapter and deals with the "Big Bang"
onwards. This like many of the other parts involves many
Hubble Space Telescope images to explain certain ideas, along
with the James Web Space telescope being referred to here
but more oXen in some of the earlier chapters. This part oﬀers
explanaIons of type 1a super Novae and their role in star
formaIon.

All in all I found the wriIng to be rather ﬂorid and in some
cases repeIIve about our posiIon as the only known
intelligent life form. Yes say it once but it appears over and
over again. We may be the only intelligent life form but I rather
doubt that and certainly hope it is not true, though the ability
to contact any other such species is unlikely. I enjoyed the
book, in fact more than I did the TV series on which it is based
but if it had not been a present would probably not have
bought the book.
Malcolm Neal

DDAS Library
Members may borrow books for free from our growing library. Loans last for one month or more, depending on whether other members
may wish to borrow a loaned item. The library is available at our main monthly meeIngs for browsing, borrowing and returns. A number of
these volumes were kindly donated by the estate of the late Keith Plamping, DDAS member. The library contains nearly 70 volumes and the
books cover a wide range of astronomy related subjects. For more informaIon please ask for Libby Ray at one of our meeIngs.
1 The Road to the Stars ….. Iain Nicholson (1978) c
2 The Intelligent Universe: A New View of Crea4on and Evolu4on ….. Fred Hoyle (1983)
3 Amateur Astronomy: A Comprehensive & Prac4cal Survey ….. Colin Ronan (Consultant Editor) (1989)
4 Earth: A New Perspec4ve ….. Nicolas Cheetham (2006)
5 Universe: A Journey from Earth to the Edge of the Cosmos ….. Nicolas Cheetham (2005)
6 The Pictorial Atlas of the Universe ….. Kevin Krisciunas and Bill Yenne (1989)
7 Moon Flight ….. Patrick Moore (1970)
8 The Great Atlas of the Stars ….. Serge Brunier (2001)
9 The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Space ….. Michael RycroX - Editor (1990)
10 Brother Astronomer: Adventures of a Va4can Scien4st ….. Brother Consolmagno (2000)
11 Space is a Funny Place: FiFy Years (and more) of Space Explora4on ….. Colin Pillinger (2007)
12 Astronomy Before the Telescope ….. Christopher Walker (Editor) (1996)
13 Full Moon ….. Michael Light (1999)
14 The Guinness Book of Astronomy ….. Patrick Moore (1983)
15 Observing the Moon ….. John S. Folkes (2003)
16 The Greenwich Guide to Stars, Galaxies and Nebulae ….. Stuart Malin (1989)
17 The Greenwich Guide to Astronomy in Ac4on ….. Carol StoJ (1989)
18 The Story of the Earth (Geological Museum) (1977, third ediIon)
19 A Guide to the Old Royal Observatory (NaIonal MariIme Museum)
20 Oﬃcial Guide to the Na4onal and Space Museum (1993)
21 Rockets, Missiles and SpacecraF of the Na4onal Air and Space Museum (1983)
22 NASA Kennedy Space Center’s Spaceport USA (English Tourbook) (1992)
23 Astronomical Observatory of Jaipur (Tourbook)
24 Atlas of Uranus ….. Garry Hunt and Patrick Moore (1988)
25 Guinness Spaceﬂight: The Records ….. Tim Furness (1985)
26 Space Shu:le: The History of Developing the Na4onal Space Transporta4on System ….. Dennis R. Jenkins
27 Philip’s Atlas of the Universe ….. Patrick Moore (1999)
28 The Story of Astronomy: A New Edi4on ….. Patrick Moore (1977)
29 The Planets: Portraits of New Worlds ….. Nigel Henbest (1992)
30 Cambridge Star Atlas 2000.0 (Cambridge University Press) (1991)
31 Observing the Constella4ons: The Mitchell Beazley Guide to the Stars ….. John Sanford (1989)
32 Patrick Moore’s Astronomy Quiz Book ….. Patrick Moore (1987)
33 Early Astronomy from Babylonia to Copernicus ….. W. M. O’Neil (1986)
34 Prac4cal Amateur Astronomy (Revised EdiIon) ….. Patrick Moore - Editor (1971)
35 Astronomer by Chance ….. Bernard Lovell (1990)
36 Star Seekers ….. Colin Wilson (1980)
37 Astronomy ….. John E. Thompson (1979)
38 The Cosmic Gallery: The Most Beau4ful Images of the Universe ….. Giles Sparrow
39 The New Astronomy Guide: Stargazing in the Digital Age ….. Patrick Moore & Pete Lawrence
40 My Brief History: A Memoir ….. Stephen Hawking (2013)
41 A Brief History of Time: From the Big Bang to Black Holes ….. Stephen Hawking (1988)
42 A Briefer History of Time ….. Stephen Hawking with Leonard Mlodinow (2008)
43 Philip’s Moon Observers Guide ….. Peter Greco (2003)
44 A Man on the Moon: The Voyages of the Apollo Astronauts ….. Andrew Chaikin (1995)
45 Heaven & Earth: Unseen by the Naked Eye ….. IntroducIon by David Malin (2002)
46 Failure is not an Op4on: Mission Control from Mercury to Apollo 13 and Beyond ….. Gene Kranz (2000)
47 Cosmos ….. Carl Sagan (1980)
48 Gravity’s Lens: Views of the New Cosmology ….. Nathan Cohen ( 1988)
49 The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Astronomy and Space: Revised ediIon ….. Ian Ridpath – Editor (1979)
50 Spacecam: Photographing the Final Fron4er – from Apollo to Hubble ….. Terry Hope (2005)
51 The Cambridge Enclyopaedia of Astronomy ….. Simon MiJon – Editor ( 1977)
52 The Flammarion Book of Astronomy ….. Translated from the French Original published 1880 Readers Union
53 Stars & Telescopes for the Beginner ….. Roy Worvill (1979)
54 The Return of Halley’s Comet ….. Patrick Moore & John Mason (1984)
55 The Backyard Astronomer's Guide ….. (Dickinson and Dyer)
56 Turn LeF at Orion ….. (Consolmagno and Davis)
57 Phillips Stargazing with a Telescope ….. (Scagell)
58 Phillips Stargazing with Binoculars ….. (Scagell and Frydman)
59 The Rebirth of the Russian Space Program ….. (Harvey)
60 The Amateur Astronomer 12th Edi4on ….. (Patrick Moore)
61 2014 Yearbook of Astronomy ….. (Patrick Moore and John Mason)
62 Lunar and Planetary Webcam Users Guide ….. (MarIn Mobberley)
63 A Walk Through The Heavens 3rd Edi4on ….. (Heifetz and Tirion)
64 Complete Guide to Astrophotography (Sky at Night Magazine)
65 Astronomy Photographer of the Year 2013 Royal Observatory Greenwich (2013)
66 The Magellan Venus Explorer's Guide ….. Carolynn Young, Ed (1990)
67 Visions of Heaven (revealed by the Hubble Space Telescope) ….. Tom Wilkie & Mark Rosselli (1998)
68 The Illustrated Atlas of the Universe ….. Mark A Garlick (2006)

Mee4ng Schedule Aug - Dec 2022
The following events are subject to change at short no4ce, please keep updated with the full list on the website
h:p://derbyastronomy.org/Mee4ngs2021.htm
Date

Title

Speaker

Venue

September 2nd
7:30 pm

GravitaIonal Waves

Dr Kendall Ackley
Astronomy & Astrophysics
University of Warwick

The Friend's MeeIng House and on Zoom
If you require the Zoom link or for further
details please email the DDAS Secretary.

September 10th
8:00 pm

OBSERVING SESSION

September 16th
7:30 pm

INTRODUCTION TO ASTRONOMY
EVENING
The Autumn Sky

Peter Branson

October 7th
7:30 pm

The Cosmic Web

Prof Alfonso Aragón-Salamanca
School of Physics & Astronomy
University of NoQngham

October 15th
7:30 pm

OBSERVING SESSION

October 21st
7:30 pm

INTRODUCTION TO ASTRONOMY
EVENING
The Gaia Mission

Saturday
22nd October
2:00 pm Ill midnight

PRACTICAL ASTRONOMY BARROW ON TRENT
Stargazing, displays/presentaIons

The Flamsteed Observatory
For further details please email the DDAS
Secretary.

Brian Dodson

The Friend's MeeIng House and on Zoom
If you require the Zoom link or for further
details please email the DDAS Secretary.
The Friend's MeeIng House.
For further details please email the DDAS
Secretary.
The Flamsteed Observatory
For further details please email the DDAS
Secretary.
The Friend's MeeIng House and on Zoom
If you require the Zoom link or for further
details please email the DDAS Secretary.
Brookﬁeld Social Club, Barrow on Trent,
DE73 7HG

Roy Easto
Croydon Astronomical Society

November 4th
7:30 pm

The Dynamic Universe

November 12th
7:30 pm

OBSERVING SESSION

November 18th
7:30 pm

INTRODUCTION TO ASTRONOMY
EVENING
Astronomy Books

November 26th
6:00 pm Ill late

ELVASTON CASTLE STARGAZING AND
EXHIBITION

Anthony Southwell

December 2nd
7:30 pm

The Friend's MeeIng House and on Zoom
If you require the Zoom link or for further
details please email the DDAS Secretary.
The Flamsteed Observatory
For further details please email the DDAS
Secretary.
The Flamsteed Observatory
For further details please email the DDAS
Secretary.
Elvaston Castle, Borrowash Road (A6120),
Elvaston, Derby, DE72 3EP

SIll TBA - keep an eye on the webiste

December 3rd
6:00 pm Ill late

ELVASTON CASTLE STARGAZING AND
EXHIBITION

Elvaston Castle, Borrowash Road (A6120),
Elvaston, Derby, DE72 3EP

December 10th
7:30 pm

OBSERVING SESSION

The Flamsteed Observatory
For further details please email the DDAS
Secretary.

December 16th
7:30 pm

Christmas Dinner

Brookﬁeld Social Club, Barrow on Trent,
DE73 7HG

Come and Join Us
We extend a warm welcome to anyone who would like to come along to our meeIngs and suggest that people come along
to a few of them before deciding if they would like to join.
Beneﬁts of being a member include anyIme use of our observatory and site, a telescope hire scheme, borrowing books from
our library, a discounted room collecIon, invitaIon on Society trips, and the right to vote on Society maJers at our AGM.
If you would like to become a member please contact our Treasurer Simon Behnke, who is usually available at our main
meeIngs.
See page 3 for membership fees and meeIng charges.

